
Re: Talent Residential lot size rules
Jeff Wilcox
Tue 12/10/2019 3:18 PM
To:  Joseph Hunkins <jhunkins@gmail.com>
Your email works, preference is always paper because it's easier to track. Also, small correc on, I
meant: Winter 2020.

Thanks,
Jeff

Jeff Wilcox

Assistant Planner & Code Enforcement

City of Talent

110 E. Main Street

Talent, Oregon 97540

Office:  541‐535‐7401

www.cityo alent.org

From: Joseph Hunkins <jhunkins@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2019 11:54 AM

To: Jeff Wilcox <JWilcox@cityo alent.org>

Cc: Zac Moody <ZMoody@cityo alent.org>

Subject: Re: Talent Residen al lot size rules

 
Thanks Jeff and Zac -

For the record I do support the proposed changes to lot sizes.   Note I'm no longer a Talent
resident but do have property there.

Is there a form I should fill out about this?

Joseph Hunkins
209 S First Street
Medford, OR 97504

On Tue, Dec 10, 2019 at 11:29 AM Jeff Wilcox <JWilcox@cityoftalent.org> wrote:
Hey sir, according to the last project  meline I saw earlier this month, It was "Winter 2019"

Here's a link to the housing code update sec on, if you want to see what's being proposed:
h p://www.cityo alent.org/Page.asp?NavID=193

We are s ll ac vely taking comment for this as well. Zac, CC'd is the best point of contact for the
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project.

Respec ully,
Jeff Wilcox

Assistant Planner & Code Enforcement

City of Talent

110 E. Main Street

Talent, Oregon 97540

Office:  541‐535‐7401

www.cityo alent.org

From: Joseph Hunkins <jhunkins@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2019 10:56 AM

To: Jeff Wilcox <JWilcox@cityo alent.org>

Subject: Talent Residen al lot size rules

 
Hello Jeff -

Is there a date yet for the R7 ZONING density changes? 

Joe

City of Talent
PO Box 445
110 East Main St.
Talent, OR 97540
www.CityofTalent.org
The City of Talent is an Equal Opportunity Provider
PUBLIC RECORDS LAW DISCLOSURE: This is a public document. This e-mail is subject to the State
Retention Schedule and may be made available to the Public.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This internet email message, replies and/or forwarded copies (and the
materials attached to it, if any) are private and con idential. The information contained in this email
or materials is privileged and is intended only for the use of the addressee. If you are not the
intended addressee, be advised that the unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, distribution, or the
taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this transmission in error, please immediately notify us by telephone (541-535-1566) AND
by email that you have received this email in error and have deleted it.
Talent, Oregon

--
       Joseph Hunkins
        541-324-4800
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         US History
         Retire USA
          @joeduck
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Ron and Lynn Laupheimer 
146 Hilltop Road 
Talent, Oregon 97540 
Telephone: (415) 564-5555 
Email: ronald.laupheimer@gmail.com 
 

 

 
July 22, 2019 

 
VIA EMAIL: Derek Volkart <commissionervolkart@icloud.com>  
 
 
Chairman Derek Volkart 
Talent Planning Commission 
110 East Main Street 
Talent, OR 97540 
 
 Re:  Housing Code Update Project---Comments/Objections re Proposed 
         Housing Code Revisions______________________________________                  
           
 
Dear Chairman Volkart: 
 
I and other members of the South Talent Neighborhood Association (“STNA”)* have 
been actively participating in the Talent Planning Commission’s (“Commission”) 
meetings and public hearings regarding the Housing Code Update Project.  STNA 
members have reviewed the various proposed Talent Municipal Code revisions related 
to Subdivisions (Chapter 17) and Zoning (Chapter 18) that will be discussed at the July 
25th Commission public hearing.  Many of these proposed revisions are confusing, will 
be difficult to implement and drastically reduce meaningful participation by Talent 
citizens in most land use decisions that will directly and potentially adversely affect 
their lives.  Below are initial comments and objections to the current proposed code 
revisions. 
 
1. The Failure to Legally Incorporate Specific Talent Comprehensive Plan 
Requirements and Policies into the Proposed Subdivision Code and Zoning Code 
Revisions as Mandatory Permit Approval Criteria Should Be Corrected---In 2018, 
one of the property owners west of the railroad tracks in Southern Talent proposed a 
major development on his land.  Many Talent and Jackson County citizens opposed that 
proposed large development on numerous grounds, including the failure of the 
developer to comply with the Talent Comprehensive Plan requirements/policies re 
secondary access [Element F] and the Talent Transportation System Plan [Element D] .  
After the Talent Community Development Director rejected the proposal on procedural 
grounds, the developer appealed the ruling to a Hearings Referee claiming, among 
numerous grounds, that the Comprehensive Plan requirements were not mandatory 
permit approval criteria that he had to satisfy.  
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While upholding the City’s procedural denial, the Hearings Referee still rejected the 
City’s and development opponents’ arguments regarding the need for secondary access 
based on significant public health and safety concerns by ruling the language in the 
Talent Municipal Code related to the alleged “incorporation” of the secondary access 
requirements set forth in the Talent Comprehensive Plan was legally deficient as 
mandatory permit approval criteria.  (See the attached Hearings Referee’s September 5, 
2018 Decision and Final Order at pp. 7, 17-27 [main analysis of proper “incorporation” 
language/law] and 27-34.) 
 
As a result of the tremendous costs incurred by both the City and its citizens in 
unsuccessfully defending its enacted land use requirements/policies, I and other STNA 
members met with the Mayor and the City Manager on November 29, 2018 to seek 
future relief from the implications of the Hearing Referee’s negative ruling.  At the 
meeting, the two City officials stated that legally proper incorporation language of the 
requirements/policies set forth in the Talent Comprehensive Plan (including specifically 
regarding the secondary access development requirement for west of the railroad tracks 
property) as mandatory permit approval criteria would be rectified as part of the 
Housing Code Update Project.  Unfortunately, other than what we feel is an insufficient 
proposed revision regarding the emergency access issue (see my comments/objections 
below), that has not occurred in the proposed code revisions before the Commission. 
 
I did not find any portion of the Subdivision Code or Zoning Codes revisions that 
clearly incorporates all or some specific parts of the Talent Comprehensive Plan as 
mandatory land use permit approval criteria.  In fact, it appears the same legal 
deficiencies exist. 
 
For example. in section 18.150.050 (required findings for a proposed revised but 
undefined “major” site development plan), the Talent Municipal Code will still state the 
following regarding this issue: 
 
        “After an examination of the site, the planning commission shall approve, or 
approve with conditions, the site development plan if all of the following findings are 
made: 

A. All provisions of this chapter and other applicable city 
ordinances and agreements are complied with; 
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B. The proposed development will be in conformance with the intent 
and objectives of the zone in which it will be located [what does this vague 
phrase mean?]; 

C. All applicable portions of the city comprehensive plan or 
other adopted plan are complied with; . . . .” 

 
Subsection C is the exact language the Hearings Referee found legally deficient in his 
2018 Decision and Final Order. 
 
 Additionally, in unrevised section 17.15.030 (Approval criteria—Preliminary 
plat”) of the Talent Municipal Code re Subdivisions, it states: 
 
  A.  General Approval Criteria.  The city may approve with conditions or 
deny a preliminary plat based on the following approval criteria: 
 
   1.  The proposed preliminary plat complies with all applicable 
code sections and other applicable ordinances and regulations.  At a 
minimum, the provisions of this chapter and the provisions of the underlying zoning 
district shall apply. . . .  
    
[In contrast in subsection 3 of this section, the code requires the streets, roads, 
sidewalks, etc. must be “consistent with the city’s transportation system plan” 
thereby clearly incorporating the specific requirements of the Talent Comprehensive 
Plan D as mandatory permit approval criteria.] 
 
The above highlighted general and non-specific “all applicable” language is exactly 
what the courts and LUBA have repeatedly held as not being specific or clear enough to 
be mandatory permit approval criteria that can be applied by a local government on a 
developer’s land use application.  As the courts/LUBA state, there must be clear 
identification of the specific criteria that the developer must satisfy in order for a local 
government to rely on them for the approval or denial of a permit.  These sections do 
not meet that standard.   
 
 SOLUTION:  In order to avoid costly future legal challenges and to make it 
clearer and easier for both developers and any review authority to know exactly what 
requirements must be met for the issuance of a land use permit, both the Subdivision 
Code and Zoning Code should be carefully reviewed for all references to permit 
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approval criteria and then language revised to clearly state all Talent Comprehensive 
Plan requirements/policies are mandatory land use permit approval criteria.   
 
[The above discussion and proposed solution answer the “particularly contentious” 
approval criteria question raised by the Talent Community Development Director/City 
Consultant in No. 2  of the July 18, 2019 “Discussion Guide” regarding “Application 
Requirements and Approval Criteria (TMC 17.15)”.] 
 
 2. Maps Should Be Included in All Communications re Any Discussion of 
Proposed Revisions of Talent’s Residential Zones So the Commission and Public 
Can Fully Understand Any Such Discussions---In order for the public to truly 
understand the proposed housing code revisions and how they may be affected, STNA 
members have repeatedly requested maps showing the affected residential zones be 
included in any communications related to the proposed revisions.  That has not been 
regularly done.  STNA thus again requests, that in all future communications related to 
proposed changes in the Talent residential zones, the Talent Subdivision Code and the 
Talent Zoning Code, clear maps of the proposed revised residential zones be included 
so that both the Commission and the public fully understand what residential areas will 
be affected by the proposed zone and code changes. 
 
3. The Proposed Subdivision Emergency Access Revision Is Confusing and 
Needs Expansion---Although proposed new section 17.10.065 covering Emergency 
Access for any Subdivision application is desperately needed for the safety and health 
of Talent’s citizens, the proposed language as worded is confusing, is open to contrary 
interpretations and will likely cause costly challenges.  It should be significantly 
revised. 
 
With one exception, the proposed Emergency Access provision states multiple access 
roads are required under proposed section 17.10.065 C on properties with average 
slopes of 10% of greater under the following conditions: 
 
 “Developments of single-family and duplex dwellings where the number of 
 dwelling units exceeds 30, triplex, quadplex and multiple-family residential
 projects having more than 100 dwelling units, and where vehicle congestion, 
 adverse terrain conditions or other factors could limit access, as determined 
 by the City, shall be provided with not less than two access roads meeting the 
 requirements of this section.” [Emphasis added.] 
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As worded, it is confusing as to when the “vehicle congestion, adverse terrain 
conditions or other factors could limit access” criterion applies.  STNA’s position is that 
the “vehicle congestion, etc.” criterion is independent from the number of the dwelling 
units involved and should be considered as a separate mandatory permit approval 
criterion whenever the conditions are present which may potentially raise safety and 
health concerns of the proposed Subdivision’s residents.   
 
SOLUTION:  Change the word “and” before the phrase “where vehicle congestion, 
adverse terrain conditions . . . .”   to “or”.  This simple word change will make it clear 
the City wants to ensure that the safety of its citizens will always be separately 
considered where ingress and egress to property could be dangerous due to any 
condition such as wild fires, vehicle congestion, railroad stoppages, etc.  
 
A second concern with this newly proposed Emergency Access code provision is its 
limitation to only properties having an average slope of 10% of greater.  If ingress and 
egress is a potential problem due to vehicle congestion, railroad crossings, wild fires or 
other conditions, it does not matter whether the property averages a 10% slope or not.  
Sufficient and proper ingress and egress is a safety issue which should be mandated 
whether the proposed development property is flat or sloped. 
 
Finally, in the Community Development Director’s/City Consultant’s July 18th 
“Discussion Guide” regarding the proposed new Emergency Access code provision, it 
asks “should [the access] standards be broadened to address off-site access limitations 
as well?”.   STNA strongly recommends “Yes”, including specifically where railroad 
crossings wild fire risks are involved. 
 
The City has previously recognized the need for such expansion.  In its Comprehensive 
Plan, Talent required at least 2 outlets for the development of any properties west of the 
railroad tracks (known primarily as the Railroad District Master Plan) because of the 
fire-safety-life concerns raised by railroad crossings and other concerns.  
(Implementation Strategy 2.1 in Comprehensive Plan Element F states: “All new 
development shall include street access that provides, at a minimum, two outlets 
sufficiently separated for fire-life-safety-factors, including but not limited to 
railroad crossings, wildfire risk areas and floodplains and floodways . . . .” 
[emphasis added].)   
 
Specifically stating in the proposed emergency access provision that Implementation 
Strategy 2.1 in Element F of the Comprehensive Plan is a mandatory permit approval 
criterion is one way to resolve that issue, particularly for the development of properties 
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where railroad crossings are involved with access issues.  However, no matter how the 
Commission does it, STNA requests the emergency access provision the Commission 
eventually recommends for Talent City Council adoption include similar clear language 
as in its Comprehensive Plan that explains in more detail when and why secondary 
ingress and egress is needed (e.g.,  because of railroad crossings and the risks of wild 
fires) and should be required for the public health and safety protection of Talent’s 
citizens.   
 
4. Significant Definitions Are Missing Making Some Proposed Revisions 
Unintelligible---There are several critical terms that are undefined which make some of 
the proposed revisions confusing as to who and where they will be applied.  For 
example, although the proposed revisions discuss the requirement and review 
differences between a “minor” site development plan [Sections 18.150.020 A 1 &  
18.150.045] and a “major” site development plan [Sections 18.150.20 A 2 & 
18.150.50], no place in Chapter 18.150 or in the General Definitions Chapter 
[18.15.020] are the two terms defined or explained when they are applicable. 
 
Additionally, although “Site development plan” is defined in section 18.15.020 
[General Definitions], I could not locate any definition of “Subdivision” or any 
explanation of the difference between these two terms.  This omission is particularly 
significant since a Subdivision application under the proposed revisions is subject only 
to a Type II review while a “major” Site development plan is subject to a Type II or 
Type III review.  (See section 18.190.20 and the Table included in that section for what 
type of review pertains to what type of review request.)  
 
5. Subdivision Permit Applications Should Remain Subject to Type III 
Review or Public Hearings Should Be Mandated for Type II Reviews---The thrust 
of these code revisions appears to be to reduce initial Commission decision making on 
permit applications.  This reduction provides less opportunity for Talent’s citizens to  
participate in the permit approval process which eventually affects their lives.  Support 
of broad citizen participation has been one of STNA’s main purposes from the outset, 
and its reduction through this proposed code revision process remains one of the main 
concerns of the organization. 
 
For example, under the proposed revisions, all Subdivision applications will no longer 
be subject to initial Type III or Commission review.  Instead, the decision regarding any 
Subdivision application will initially be made by the city planner with the Commission 
only hearing the appeal of the city planner’s ruling.  Because of the significance of a 
Subdivision application and its potential effect on many Talent residents, STNA 
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believes the Commission, made up of Talent citizens, is the appropriate body to initially 
decide such applications.  This position is particularly appropriate because a public 
hearing is required under a Type III Commission review whereas a public hearing is not 
mandated under the current definition of a Type II city planner review.  (See section 
18.190.020 B where only “an opportunity for a public hearing” exists under a city 
planner Type II review [apparently meaning the city planner alone can decide when a 
public hearing will be permitted]  in contrast to section 18.190.020 C where a public 
hearing is mandated under a Type III review.) 
 
If the Commission will not maintain Type III review of Subdivision applications, 
section 18.190.020 B should be revised to mandate public hearings in a Type II city 
planner review.  Only by such action can the City guarantee the opportunity of full 
Talent citizen participation in land use matters that potentially could have significant 
effects on their lives.  
 
6. In Order to Satisfy the Final City Action Time Deadlines on Permit 
Applications While Still Permitting Talent Citizen Participation in the Application 
Process, the City Must Set Aside More Human Resources and Funding---STNA 
recognizes the very tight deadlines for final city action including appeals (120 and 100 
days) in section 18.190.080 A & B is primarily based on the requirements set forth in 
state statutes.  Public participation in the permit application process is severely 
restricted under such short deadlines.  This is particularly true in Talent where the 
human resources and funding for the resolution of land use permit applications are so 
limited.  There is no way the Talent Community Development Department can properly 
and timely process/decide several large Subdivision or other permit applications while 
also fulfilling its other governmental assignments under its current manpower.  
Therefore, to ensure full Talent citizen participation in future permit applications, 
STNA strongly requests the Commission seek now from the Talent City Council 
additional and sufficient manpower and funding (or at least enact a commitment from 
the City Council to provide them when needed) to properly process and timely decide 
all development applications. 
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We hope the above will be helpful to the Commission as it considers the proposed 
housing code updates.  I and other members of STNA expect to fully express our 
comments and opinions as the process to final Commission recommendation to the City 
Council on these code revisions proceeds. 
 
       Very truly yours, 
             (Signed) Ron Laupheimer 
       Ron Laupheimer 
 
cc:  Talent Mayor Darby Ayers-Flood via email  
       Talent City Manager Sandra Spelliscy via email 
       Talent Community Development Director Zac Moody via email 
        
Attachment:  As stated.    
 
 
  
*The South Talent Neighborhood Association (“STNA”) is an area of more than 400 
families living in the southern portion of the City of Talent and neighboring properties.  
It is a City-recognized organization with a member-based Council that is concerned 
with land use matters and related neighborhood issues within the designated STNA 
boundaries.  It is particularly interested in ensuring that the citizens of Talent have real 
and mandated opportunities to fully participate in all affairs of the City of Talent 
government.     
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Comments re: Talent Development Code Update Public Hearing 
Thursday, July 25, 2019 
Michelle Glass, Talent  
 
My name is Michelle Glass and I live in Talent. 

I was part of the Urban Growth Boundary Citizen Advisory Committee which made 
recommendations to the Planning Commission regarding efficiency measures, a 
pre-curser to this code update project, of which I have also been an advisory 
committee member.  

Tonight we’re considering an important question: 

“How are Single Family zoning and meat jello alike? They were bad ideas in the 
1950s – and they’re still bad ideas today.”  

Exclusive, single family zoning, which started gaining broad traction in the 1950s, 
has roots in economic and racial segregation in Oregon. Intentionally or not, low 
density zoning with bans on missing middle housing types across large portions of 
Oregon cities (often over 50% of the land area) have made these places out-of-
reach for less affluent households and have driven the current development pattern 
of building homes much larger and more expensive than most of today’s 
households want or need. 

This has kept most Oregon cities of all sizes from meeting the requirements of state 
land use goal 10, which states that cities must: “encourage the availability of 
adequate numbers of needed housing units at price ranges and rent levels which 
are commensurate with the financial capabilities of Oregon households and allow for 
flexibility of housing location, type and density.” 

Talent is no exception: 

According to the 2017 buildable lands inventory, roughly 86% of Talent’s 
capacity of buildable or suitable lands are currently zoned low density. 
That’s 107 acres of the 124 total acres.  

This makes little sense for several reasons: 

1. Out of step with Oregon household needs: Just over half of Oregon 
households consist of 1 or 2 persons. Family sizes are getting smaller, the 
populations of those over 65 and of younger families are growing, and the 
cost of housing is outpacing incomes. So far our zoning, and the subsequent 
housing it allows, does not reflect these changes.  

2. Creates mismatch with Talent’s residential development goals: 
Talent’s goal as written in the city’s adopted housing element, is to achieve 
at least 35% of all new housing development over the next 20 years being 
multifamily and missing middle types. If 86% of our buildable residential 
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lands are exclusionary low density, this leaves 14% (5 acres of high density 
and 12 acres of medium density) of land to meet this goal. 

3. Creates segregated communities: Our community, like our country, is 
becoming more segregated. Among other things, residential segregation has 
a causal link with driving up income inequality and widening the achievement 
gap for children in school. The ability of children to succeed in school is 
strongly linked to their overall health as adults and their future economic 
security. We frankly cannot afford policies which perpetuate residential 
segregation such as exclusive single family zoning. 

In contrast, by allowing missing middle housing types in the 86% of land that has 
been exclusively reserved for single family development encourages a diverse mix 
of housing types resulting in housing choice, more units overall, efficient use of 
land, and more workforce housing. According to the Oregon Office of Economic 
Analysis, missing middle housing development helps by “dividing high land costs 
over a larger number of units…both lowers cost per unit and increases supply 
relative to existing zoning. And because each unit will be smaller than under current 
zoning, it will also lower the development cost per unit. 

Parking requirements must be addressed as a barrier to the development 
of affordable, workforce, and rental housing 

This code update proposes some carefully thought out reductions in parking 
requirements. This is important because parking increases per unit development 
cost, reduces the number of housing units or green space for a community, and 
these costs are passed on in higher rents or for sale prices.  
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Reducing parking requirements are one thing cities can do to encourage 
workforce housing options and more affordable rents because parking 
ratios are simple to change, and the process doesn't lead to future cost 
obligations like subsidies do. 

Who is disadvantaged most by generous parking requirements? Since they 
are based on average parking demand they represent approximately what middle 
income, able-bodied households would choose. Various groups tend to own fewer 
than average automobiles, value the potential savings that result from reduced 
parking requirements, and live in higher-density, multi-family housing, including 
low-income households, young adults, single parents, first time home buyers, older 
people, and people with disabilities. Vehicle ownership and use tends to 
increase with income. Lower-income households are directly harmed by 
generous off-street parking requirements, since they tend to own fewer 
vehicles and pay more for parking as a percentage of housing costs. 

Criticizing Code Updates on the Grounds of Affordability 

There are some who criticize efforts to increase efficiencies and update 
development codes as not doing enough to address housing affordability. That is 
not what this process is directed at, it is a piece of the housing puzzle and will 
reduce barriers, but there are other policies we need to enact in addition to get to 
affordability. In some ways it seems like criticizing a hammer for not being a saw. 

Defining Affordability 

I would also like to note that a widely accepted definition of affordability is housing 
that is 30% or less of household income.   
 
This definition is used by federal and state agencies, by ECO NW, the consultant 
firm that is leading the regional housing strategy and working on the State of 
Oregon Housing Strategy. This definition is included in the adopted comprehensive 
plan of the City of Talent in the Housing Needs Analysis. It is not vague, contested 
or controversial. The remaining question we should all be focused on is, at what 
income levels does Talent needs affordable units? This information is summarized in 
the chart I handed out which shows the deficits and surpluses of housing units by 
affordability for each income level. 
  
Finally, in this process and in the debate across the state about HB 2001, I 
have been reminded that there are no NIMBYs and there never have been. 

1948 Oregon realtors followed the “National Realtors Code” (based on an earlier 
state law) that proclaimed that ”a realtor shall never introduce into a neighborhood 
members of any race or nationality whose presence will be detrimental to property 
values”. That was redlining. But it wasn’t about race, it was about property values. 
That sounds nice a neutral, even rational.  

Today, opposition to increasing housing options, affordable and workforce housing, 
and increases to efficiency are not talked about in terms of economics or race. It is 
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about safety, livability, preserving the character of the neighborhood. It is never 
that that housing shouldn’t be built, it is that it would always be better somewhere 
else, maybe even closer to the center of the city, for the good of the people living in 
those duplexes or apartments of course. But if these well-meaning concerns 
prevent needed housing from ever being built, which is what we have seen over the 
last decade in Southern Oregon, what is the real impact? This is in some part really 
about things staying the way they have been, without taking into account that the 
way things have been includes a history segregation, exclusion, and bad policy that 
has benefited some while harming many more. The impact of this type benevolent 
NIMBYism is economic and racial, even if that is not always the intent. The way 
things have been has worked for a shrinking group of people in our community. As 
we sit here today, 50% of Talent residents rent our homes, 1 in 3 Talent residents 
live on $25,000 per year or less. We cannot continue to set housing policy, a basic 
human need, based on the desire of those who own single family homes and 
multiple cars and who prefer to live next to an empty field than a neighbor who 
needs a home. As a city, I trust that you will weigh the housing needs of so many 
over the strong preferences of a few who already enjoy the housing stability that 
we are working to ensure that everyone in our community can enjoy. 

Thank you. 

 



Derek Volkart, 7/25/19 
Questions/Comments/Notes on Subdivision and Zoning Code Changes 
 
What specific DLCD requirements, if any, must be met for our Subdivision code? 
Title 17 Subdivisions 
Chapter 17.10 DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS 
17.10.065  (C)  “as determined by the City” may not be clear 
 
17.15 APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND APPROVAL CRITERIA 
17.15.010 Review procedures and approval process  
“(B)” proposes that partition and subdivision preliminary plats and any conditions 
of approval would be changed from a type 3 to a type 2 review?  Commissioners, 
please explain how is a type 3 review is an obstacle in this case? 
 
17.15.030 Approval Criteria – Preliminary Plat 
(B) Residential Density 
 (1) Minimum and Maximum Density Requirements 
I note that PUD’s are addressed and I believe the issue of PUD’s has been sent by the 
Council to the Commission for review. 
 
(D)  Conditions of Approval 
How can the Planning Commission attach conditions when, as proposed, a 
preliminary plat would not be before us? 
 
 
Title 18 Talent Municipal Code 
Chapter 18.15  DEFINITIONS 
“Boarding House” does not appear to incorporate changes. 
 
For “Cluster Housing”, should “central common space” be defined for clarity?  One 
may imagine attempts to avoid residential lot improvement standards with a less 
desirable effort at “central common space”. 
 
May a “dwelling triplex” span more than one lot as a duplex may? 
 
Is a yurt a “tent”?  And is a wall tent “temporary”? 
 
18.95 RESIDENTIAL LOT IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS 
18.95.040  Residential Development Standards 
“(A)” states that an owner of a tax lot shall be the building owner.  I just note that 
this is would have limited scenarios we contemplated for multiple homes on a single 
tax lot – an item proposed for removal from the code. 
 
“(H)” would now require garages and carports, currently not a requirement? 
 



“I”  “other materials” may be approved by the Planning Director?  Is this clear and 
objective?  Why would we not name the permitted materials as is done currently? 
 
“(J)” contains material prohibition on metal roofs that are not “flat or slightly 
sloping”.  The “flat or slightly sloping” terminology appears subjective and more 
generally, the prohibition appears outdated.  Why do we have a prohibition on 
roofing material that lasts longer, is more environmentally friendly and is favorable 
for solar installation?  
 
18.95.045  Additional standards for duplex dwellings 
“(D)” states that windows must match in proportion and orientation .  Is it clear to 
say that the orientation must match? 
 
 
18.96 MULTI-FAMILY DESIGN 
18.96.030 Design Standards 
Where are these standards derived from?  Do they come from a particular 
municipality? 
 
18.96.020  Applicability and required review 
For clarity sake, consider having the objective (1.) and discretionary processes (2.) 
reference the terms “minor” and “major” along with type II site development plan 
review and type III site development plan review respectively.  
 
18.96.030  Design Standards 
B. Building mass and façade 
Do we have current limitations on maximum building length and minimum street 
façade window coverage? 
 
C.  Building Design 
“1. Building materials”, does the City of Talent have a multi-family structure with 
vinyl siding?  Why is vinyl siding an approved material? 
 
“2. Design features”, Should not a structure with gable ends be required to have 
eaves (see b.)?  And should not a structure with siding be required to have window 
trim (see a.)?  I am concerned that these requirements are loose enough that they 
may result in particularly unattractive developments.    Is it evident that we are 
balancing the “obstacle” concern with basic aesthetic building expectations? 
 
Under (g.), is a “feature not listed but providing visual relief or contextually 
appropriate design similar to options a-j {sic} objective?  It sounds discretionary and 
wide open. 
 
D. Building Articulation 
“Similar elements” sounds discretionary and not objective.  Can we name similar 
elements?  Also, I want to confirm that any feature of building articulation that 



would preclude large expanses of uninterrupted wall surfaces would actually be a 
feature on that structure.  That is, no feature of an adjacent structure would count 
toward articulation as has been interpreted in residential volume and mass 
complexity for Architectural Review (240 Gibson Street, June 11, 2019).   
 
F.  Common Open Space 
Some context and comparison would be helpful here. 
 
G.  Parking areas and site access 
For number 3, do we have tree diameter collar requirements?  Given that trees of 
the same size cost the same or very similar why not require large canopy trees from 
our tree list knowing that this will benefit the parking lots and provide more shade 
than is provided typically?      
 
18.96.040  Design Guidelines 
F. Common open space 
What is “sufficient open space”?  This sounds discretionary, not objective. 
 
Chapter 18.150 SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
18.150.020 Site development plan review required 
A.  Types of Site Development Plan Review 
We may want to define Minor and Major Site Development Plan Review here. 
 
18.150.030 Procedure 
It appears we are doing away with the 30-day submission requirement and the 
consideration of  “submitted”.   Why?  And does this impact requirements in other 
areas of the code? 
 
18.150.045  Required findings for approval of minor site development plan 
Does “review authority” refer to the planning director here?   Who else is the review 
authority? 
 
18.150.010 
This does not appear in the code.  Should it be the “purpose” portion of permit 
procedure? 
 
18.190.090  Special procedures 
A. Expedited Land Divisions. 
When was our ELD procedure ordained?  Is it required? 
B. Neighborhood Meeting Requirement 
Please clarify, all subdivisions tentative plans require a neighborhood meeting? 
What type III development applications would not have neighborhood or 
community-wide impacts? 
 
 
 



Prior concerns and questions: 
 
Given that we desire clear and objective standards yet we have three review types it 
would be helpful to review a chart of uses and their associated current review type 
designation as well as the proposed new review type designation. This would help 
as an overview to understand track changes of how uses in the city are proposed to 
change under the new proposed zoning language. 
 
For type one permit review procedure, it would be good to have an appeals path for 
appeal of the clear and objective standards that we are creating (as we discussed at 
the June 11 meeting).  It seems logical that the path should be something less 
burdensome than LUBA, a standard that historically was relatively easy and 
straightforward and has become very complex and expensive over time.  Perhaps 
the planning commission is the appropriate appeal path (as a type two use review 
provides) especially given that the zoning code update as proposed removes the 
authority of the planning commission to determine uses and places sole authority 
with staff.     
 
With respect to Classifying uses (18.20.020), because classifying use is inherently 
subjective and based on goals and policies of the comprehensive plan and the stated 
purposes of the base zones, it seems that the residents of the city may benefit from 
the planning commission handling use determination in coordination with staff. 
Given that staff handles applications and use determination issues if bringing them 
to the planning commission, this may be an opportunity for a more thorough review 
of these subjective considerations if both staff and the planning commission weigh 
in.  Of course, I may not have a good handle on the concept of “dispute” for elevating 
use determination for type 1 and type 2 reviews to the Planning Commission?  We 
should define “dispute” and the dispute process. 
 
It seems logical that we not exclude the Old town district from the opportunity to 
contribute to efficiencies in the new zoning language especially given that we have 
design standards in place to apply to the old town.  
 
Is a type 2 permit review the appropriate path for cluster housing (4 to 12 units) 
rather than a type 3 permit review?  An application for 12 1200sf single-family 
homes would be a type-3 permit review while 12 cluster homes would be type 2? 
 
18.110.100 Bicycle parking facilities language is not clear and objective.  
“Conveniently located”, “whenever possible”, “creative designs are strongly 
encouraged”, “sufficient security”, “well lit” etc., appear more subjective but that 
may be by design.   
 
Additionally, it seems that now is the logical time to tackle solar setbacks for the 
City.  Our future is in clean energy and as we go tighter and taller with our 
development, discussing what if any solar setback requirements we want for the 
City is critical. 



FW: please rethink changes to more dense living conditions

Zac Moody
Wed 9/11/2019 6:37 AM

To:  Jeff Wilcox <JWilcox@cityoftalent.org>

Can you please add this to the DCA 2019-001 file?

Thanks,

Zac

Zac Moody
Community Development Director
Deputy Urban Renewal Director
City of Talent
110 E. Main Street
Talent, Oregon 97540

Office:  541-535-7401
www.cityoftalent.org

From: Rotunda Rotunda <origanum.rotundifolium@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2019 11:47 AM
To: Zac Moody <ZMoody@cityoftalent.org>; Sandra Spelliscy <sspelliscy@cityoftalent.org>
Subject: please rethink changes to more dense living conditions

Dear Community Development Director and City Magager,

I would like to bring up a concern of mine, in hopes that Talent can avoid making some bad planning
decisions.  

I would like Talent to NOT get like Ashland, with its crammed areas where the residents are unable to even
park within 3 or 4 blocks of their homes. (An example of this is B. Street from Water Street to about 3rd.)  Also
unpleasant areas are ones where too many businesses are located with too little parking (such as A St. in
Ashland, and where cars need to weave in and out and pull off into driveway openings in order to allow
oncoming cars to pass.)   If you have not driven those areas lately, I would like to request that you do so, with
an eye towards what we as the city of Talent can do in order to avoid similar situations.

I learned that almost all areas of Talent are being considered for a change so that housing will be allowed to be
more dense.  This is desirable in SOME areas, but definitely not in almost ALL of Talent.  I do realize that
affordable housing is desirable.  However, so are nice leafy quieter areas with yards large enough to plant
trees, something our planet is desperately in need of.  Maybe it would make more sense to just have a few
areas allowing apartment buildings.  That would make the housing much more affordable than small houses
on small lots.  Then we could leave other areas of the city with much larger minimum lot sizes.  

I feel that maybe city planners are jumping to the conclusion that dense living areas are top priority, no
questions asked.  I would like everyone to stop and reconsider this stance.  Parts of towns that have large yards
are very pleasant to walk and bike (and of course live!!) in.  They allow space for large trees, whereas small
lots make it impossible in most cases to site a large tree that won't interfere with utilities and/or shade out its
own and possibly 2 or 3 other neighbors' yards.
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Ashland has made poor decisions in the past, allowing way too dense living, thus making several areas of town
a nightmare to live or drive or shop in.  Let us please not make the same mistakes!  We citizens of Talent
moved here presumably because we liked it here.  Let's not change it so much that it is no longer a nice
pleasant little town where it is possible to park near your residence and near  businesses or other destinations
in town.  Let's think about leaving areas with large minimum lot sizes, areas that would be desirable for
everybody to stroll through, jog, bike, walk the dog, etc.  We don't need to make Talent dense like a sardine
can. We are not New York city.  We are not Ashland, thankfully!  Let's keep it that way.

Sincerely,
Rotunda

City of Talent
PO Box 445
110 East Main St.
Talent, OR 97540

www.CityofTalent.org

The City of Talent is an Equal Opportunity Provider

PUBLIC RECORDS LAW DISCLOSURE: This is a public document. This e-mail is subject to the State
Retention Schedule and may be made available to the Public.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This internet email message, replies and/or forwarded copies (and the
materials attached to it, if any) are private and con�idential. The information contained in this email or
materials is privileged and is intended only for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended
addressee, be advised that the unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any
action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
transmission in error, please immediately notify us by telephone (541-535-1566) AND by email that
you have received this email in error and have deleted it.

Talent, Oregon
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